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I. JOB EVALUATION 
 Refers to the composed aftereffects of the most common way of creating a portrayal of what a task includes, including the 
information and abilities that are important to do the work's capacities.  
1) The cycle of get-together, dissecting, and organizing data about a task's parts, qualities, and requirements the work examination.  
2) Job investigations and sets of expectations fill in as the reason for some HR exercises including representative choice, 

assessment, preparing, and work plan. 
II. USES OF JOB ANALYSIS 

A. Employee Selection  
1) In worker determination, there ought to be an unmistakable comprehension of the assignments performed and the abilities 

expected to play out those errands.  
2) By distinguishing such prerequisites, it is feasible to choose tests or foster inquiries questions that will decide if a specific 

candidate has the essential information, abilities, and capacities to complete the necessities of the work.  
 

B. Training  
1) Requirements of a task ought to be known to make preparing programs for workers.  

 
C. Person power Planning  
1) One significant yet only occasionally utilized utilization of occupation investigation is to decide laborer versatility inside an 

association.  
2) Peter Principle - Promoting representatives until they in the long run arrive at their most elevated level of inadequacy.  

 
D. Performance Appraisal  
1) Another significant utilization of occupation examination is the development of an exhibition evaluation instrument.  
2) Evaluation of worker execution should be work related.  
3) Use of explicit, work-related classifications prompts more exact execution examinations that are better acknowledged by 

representatives as well as by courts.  
 

E. Job Classification  
1) Job Analysis empowers HR expert to order occupations into bunches dependent on likenesses in prerequisites and obligations.  
2) Useful for deciding compensation levels, moves, and advancements. 

 
F. Job Evaluation  
1) Job examination data can likewise be utilized to decide the value of a task.  
2) Involves experimentally deciding the money related worth of a specific occupation.  
3) Job assessment depends on specialists' choices regarding the remaining of an occupation as far as compensable components. 

These variables may remember the results of mistake for the work, the measure of training required, and the degree of 
obligation and ability required.  

 
G. Job Design  
1) Job examination data can be utilized to decide the ideal manner by which a task ought to be performed.  
2) By dissecting a task, squandered and risky movements can be wiped out, bringing about higher usefulness and diminished 

quantities of occupation wounds.  
 

H. Organizational Analysis  
1) Job examination is utilized to address issues and assist association with working better.  
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III. WRITING A GOOD JOB DESCRIPTION 
Set of working responsibilities  
 
A. A moderately short synopsis of a task and ought to be around two to five pages long.  
B. For an expected set of responsibilities to be of worth, it should portray a task in sufficient detail that choices about exercises, for 

example, choice and preparing can be made.  
C. Duties can generally be added to a set of working responsibilities which can and ought to be refreshed consistently.  
D. The express "and performs other occupation related obligations as appointed" ought to be remembered for the expected set of 

responsibilities.  
 

IV. SECTIONS OF A JOB DESCRIPTION 
A. Job Title  
1) A precise title portrays the idea of the work.  
2) An exact title likewise supports representative determination and enlistment.  
3) If the work title shows the real essence of the work, expected candidates for a position will be better ready to decide if their 

abilities and experience match those needed for the work.  
4) Job titles give laborers some type of character.  
5) Job titles can likewise influence impression of the status and worth of a task.  
 
B. Brief Summary  
The outline need be just a section long yet ought to momentarily depict the nature and motivation behind the work. This synopsis 
can be utilized in help-needed commercials, inner occupation postings, and friend’s pamphlets.  
    
C. Work Activities  
1) The work-exercises segment records the assignments and exercises wherein the specialist is involved.  
2) Tasks and exercises ought to be coordinated into significant classifications to make the set of working responsibilities simple to 

peruse and comprehend.  
 

D. Tools and Equipment utilized  
1) This area records every one of the apparatuses and hardware used to perform work exercises.  
2) The reason for setting this in a different segment simplifies their distinguishing proof.  
3) Used essentially for representative determination and preparing  

 
E. Work Context  
1) Describes the climate where the worker works and should specify anxiety, work plan, actual requests, level of liability, 

temperature, number of collaborators, level of risk, and some other important data.  
2) Provides candidates with handicaps with data they can use to decide their capacity to play out a task under a specific situation.  

 
F. Performance Standards  
1) Outlines the norm of execution  
2) Contains a moderately short depiction of how a worker's exhibition is assessed and what work principles are anticipated from 

the representative.  
 

G. Compensation Information  
1) Contains data on the compensation grade, regardless of whether the position is excluded, and the compensable variables used to 

decide pay.  
2) The representative's genuine compensation or pay reach ought not be recorded hands on portrayal.  
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H. Job Competencies  
1) Job detail are dictated by choosing what kind of KSAOs (Knowledge, Skills, Abilities, and Other Characteristics) are expected 

to play out the errands distinguished in the work investigation  
2) Competencies segment ought to be isolated into two subsections.  
a) First: contains KSAOs that a representative should have at the hour of recruiting  
b) Second: contains KSAOs that are significant piece of the work however can be acquired in the wake of being employed.  

 
V. STEPS IN CONDUCTING A JOB ANALYSIS 

A. Stage 1: Identify Tasks Performed  
Identify the significant occupation measurements and the undertakings performed for each measurement, the apparatuses and gear 
used to play out the errands, and the conditions under which the assignments are performed.  

1) Gathering Existing Information  
a) Job depictions  
b) Tasks inventories  
c) Training Manuals 
2) Interviewing Subject Matter Experts (SMEs)  
a) SMEs are individuals who are learned with regards to the work and incorporate occupation officeholders, bosses, clients, and 

upper-level administration.  
3) Observing Incumbents  
a) During a task examination perception, the work examiner notices occupants playing out their positions in the work setting.  
b) It lets the work examiner really see the labourer tackle her work and subsequently get data that the specialist might have 

neglected to make reference to during the meeting  
c) The strategy's weakness is that it is prominent  

 
4) Job Participation  
a) The method is handily utilized when the investigator has recently played out the work.  
b) A proficient work examiner can likewise play out a new occupation for a brief timeframe, albeit this, obviously, is restricted to 

specific occupations that include speedy preparing and negligible outcomes from a blunder.  
 

B. Stage 2: Write Task Statements  
1) An appropriately composed undertaking proclamation should contain an activity (what is done) and an item (to which the 

activity is finished).  
2) Often, task explanations will likewise incorporate such parts as where the errand is done, how it is done, why it is done, and 

when it is finished. 
3) Once the errand proclamations have been composed (as a rule including exactly 200 undertakings), the following stage is to 

lead an assignment investigation – utilizing a gathering of SMEs to rate each errand articulation on the recurrence and the 
significance of the assignment being performed.  

4) After a delegate test of SMEs rates each assignment, the appraisals are coordinated  
5) Tasks won't be remembered for the expected set of responsibilities if their normal recurrence rating is 0.5 or underneath. 

Errands won't be remembered for the last undertaking stock in the event that they have either a normal rating of 0.5 or less on 
either the recurrence (F) or significance (I) scales, or a normal joined rating (CR) of under 2.  
 

C. Stage 4: Determine Essential KSAOs  
1) Knowledge: A group of data expected to play out an assignment  
2) Skills: The capability to perform learned errand  
3) Abilities: A fundamental limit with regards to playing out a wide scope of various undertakings, gaining an information, or 

fostering an expertise  
4) Other Characteristics: Incorporate such close to home variables as character, readiness, interest, and inspiration and such 

substantial elements as licenses, degrees, and long periods of involvement.  
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D. Stage 5: Selecting Tests to Tap KSAOs  
Methods to tap KSAOs are utilized to choose new representatives and incorporate such techniques as meetings, work tests, capacity 
tests, character tests, reference checks, trustworthiness tests, biodata, and appraisal focuses.  

VI. OCCUPATION EVALUATION 
A. Once a task examination has been finished and an intensive expected set of responsibilities composed, decide how much 

representatives in a position ought to be paid.  
B. Job Evaluation – alludes to the most common way of deciding a task's worth 

 
VII. STAGES OF JOB EVALUATION 

A. Deciding Internal Pay Equity  
1) Involves contrasting positions inside an association with guarantee that individuals in positions worth the most cash are paid 

appropriately  
2) Steps in deciding inner compensation value 
a) Step 1: Determining Compensable Job Factors  
 Level of obligation  
 Physical requests  
 Mental requests  
 Educational Requirements  
 Training and experience necessities  
 Working conditions 

 
b) Step 2: Determining the Levels for Compensable Factor  
 Once the compensable components have been chosen, the subsequent stage is to decide the levels for each factor. For a factor 

like instruction, the levels are not difficult to decide (e.g., secondary school confirmation, partner's certificate, four-year college 
education). For elements like liability, a lot of time and conversation perhaps needed to decide the levels. 
 

c) Step 3: Determining the Factor Weights  
 

B. Deciding External Pay Equity  
1) Worth of a task is dictated by contrasting the work with the outer market (different associations).  
2) To draw in and hold workers  
3) Salary Surveys are used to decide outside value  
4) Direct remuneration – the measure of cash a task is worth  
5) Employees are likewise repaid in alternate ways like compensation for time not worked, conceded pay, wellbeing assurance and 

clinical and dental protection, and perquisites 



 


